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work formerly considered essential should be discussed by
schedule makers. Such helps may make for sloppy house-
keeping, or may be safeguards for more important work.
That is, they may be treated as last-minute emergency aids
when bad planning leaves gaps, or they may be used in
original plans for their true value. It is possible to turn
out an edible balanced meal in twenty minutes of concen-
trated effort, with the use of plans and cans. Yet tables
set wrell add to joy of living, and do not take much longer.
Plans should utilize charts and lists wrherever possible.
It is inefficient to order more than once a day, and it is
possible to order only once or twice a week. Meat orders
for a wTeek can be put in on Monday morning, grocery orders
lumped on one day, or ordered to be brought throughout
the week. Charts should be made of seasonal needs, and
of weekly schedules for home jobs. Lists of needs should
be kept about two weeks ahead so that advertised bargains
can be used. If each item is listed as "needed" when there
h still about twro weeks1 supply ahead, it saves much waste
motion trying to get it in a hurry at the last moment.
In line with these practices, is the reversion of many to
an old New England practice of reduced work on the Sab-
bath. If noon and evening meals on Saturday are planned
to have portions left to be served cold or re-heated on
Sunday, it will save effort for mother, and give a much-
needed break.
The suggested chart (see pp. 257-261) makes no provision
for social activity of adults nor for illness. Social activity
will have to be introduced according to family and indi-
vidual standards. Illness turns any schedule into a scrap of
paper unless emergency help can be used.
Child responsibility should be used, although doing this is
hard on die parent as teacher at first. Teaching can be used
as a game with children of preschool age; Saturday and Sun-
day can be used as practice for school children followed by a
special celebration when the scheduled work is completed.
Contributions to planning and work are to be expected
of children. They are happier when they feel responsible,

